ADDENDUM #3

Deschutes Public Library
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP) #22-23/16
ANCILLARY LIBRARY FURNITURE PROCUREMENT, DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION PROPOSAL ORS279B
IN SUPPORT OF BOND-FUNDED CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

Make note of the following changes and additions to the request for proposals document. Strike Through indicates “DELETE” and RED TEXT indicates “INSERT”.

1. **Question:** The Bernhardt pieces on this RFP are being requested with a moisture barrier. Bernhardt does not offer a moisture barrier option. There may be options to treat the upholstery but testing by Bernhardt will need to happen. How would you like us to proceed with pricing?

   **Answer:** Provide pricing with fabrics as specified, *without* an additional moisture barrier.

   **In order to meet the moisture barrier criteria, please advise as to how long testing of fabrics would take, if there is an impact to the current schedule and whether this would affect cost.**

2. **Question:** The La Palma ottomans on this RFP are also being requested with a moisture barrier. The only version they offer with this feature is their outdoor line. Is that the version you would like to have bid?

   **Answer:** Yes, provide bid with the version with the moisture barrier feature.

Reminder: Be certain to note receipt of this and any subsequent addenda on the “CERTIFICATION AND CONTRACT OFFER” Proposal Response Form. Acknowledgment of this addendum is a mandatory requirement. Proposals received without responses to all the addenda may be considered non-responsive

Greg Holcomb
Owner’s Representative
Deschutes Public Library